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Savegame Editor is used to open "saves" (the file format created when the game saves any data, e.g. stats, achievements, inventory, quest and ship information) from older copies of the game. This saves the file, then opens it in the editor and resaves it. Savegames on old machines are often "sparse" - the data is stored in a database, and
you need to record the row IDs as you record data in the save file. This mapping is kept up to date in the savegame editor. You can add custom stat properties of any type by writing new tables in the editor. It's free. As Fatesworn is an expansion to an existing game, you must own the base game of Reckoning in order to play it. That said, you

can still use this tool to import your character over and play, as long as you're willing to take the risk of losing any data and possibly be locked out of your save file if certain data gets corrupted. It is advised to have a backup of your data stored in the case of unforeseen circumstances, and it is your responsibility to keep your savefile in the
best condition possible. If you are in the right place this tool has already been used to edit the data of several different save game. Everything that has been done to the data of your savegame is saved automatically into the cfx file. If you want to load one of these data changes into your savegame, first make sure that the data does get

saved, then go into the cfx file and go to the data folder. There you should find all the data that you changed. If you find the data, just overwrite your old data with the new data from the cfx file. Feel free to ask for help if you are not familiar with this.
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[the game universe] is really big. it's 10,000 years of history. we could be sick to
death of the age of arcana, which is where reckoning is set, and be like, okay, we'll
just pick a different time period or pick a different geography in a different area of

the world. kingdom: re-reckoning saving is done as above. saves are called "re-
recs" and only "re-recs" can be imported into the base game (as of 0.4.3). when

loading a re-rec, the game will check if it was saved in the base game or not. if the
re-rec is a "base" re-rec, the game will load the base file instead of the re-rec,
unless the player has manually specified otherwise. when loading a re-rec, the

game will only load the "base" re-rec if the file type is "re-rec", not the full file type.
the "base" re-rec is always the last one in the file. files are not merged. kingdom:

renaissance the save file for fatesworn is separate from the base game. it is saved
in a "save file" and not in the "reckoning save file". loading a fatesworn save will
cause the game to load the "base" re-rec. fatesworn the save file for fatesworn is
separate from the base game. it is saved in a "save file" and not in the "reckoning
save file". loading a fatesworn save will cause the game to load the "base" re-rec.

kingdom: reckoning the save file for reckoning is separate from the base game. it is
saved in a "reckoning save file" and not in the "re-reckoning save file". loading a
reckoning save will cause the game to load the "base" re-rec. reckoning the save
file for reckoning is separate from the base game. it is saved in a "re-reckoning
save file" and not in the "re-reckoning save file". loading a reckoning save will

cause the game to load the "base" re-rec. 5ec8ef588b
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